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�x Wellness course for credit is a motivational factor. 
�x Inclusion of harm reduction is so important. 
�x Taking a lens to all services offered – harm reduction and wellness approach. 

 
Martine Gauthier 

�x I would like to hear the perspective of the faculty members present on this as it 
intersects with wellness and academic life. 

 
Julia Caddy 

�x We agree on the benefits, but we are looking for champions, specific feedback or ways 
you can participate. 

 
Bassam Khoury 

�x Taking a wellness course for credit. Teachers and instructors think about how they 
decide to teach and how it impacts students, our choices can positively impact mental 
health. 

�x Congratulations. You can use me anytime you like. 
 
Aimee Ryan 

�x What rang out: maintaining academic excellence in the context of wellness – often 
people think you are asking to water it down “go soft”. That is not what people want. 

�x I look forward to reading through the document and how it was described will help illicit 
support more broadly with academics who feel there is a sort of separation of state 
between health and wellness. 

 
Martine Gauthier 

�x Any comments about the barriers? 
 
Eric Galbraith:  

�x Not having thought about this much, it comes down to the specifics. It is hard to change 
how professors do things to think outside the box. We tend to do things the way we 
experienced it.  

�x A technique cognizant of wellbeing can still be rigorous. They will be skeptical – they will 
think we are pandering.  

�x Showing data is key – Thinking more broadly about assessment. We are putting a lot of 
pressure for the perfect GPA score. I would like to see a grater look at the whole 
structure. 

 
Julian Guidote 

�x The data is important. If we can we make this better. 
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Martine Gauthier 
�x Assessment is still under review, there is still room and time to work on that. It is a 

difficult topic changing policy. We have been working on it for a long time. 
 
Nathan Hall 

�x Research informed practice – options based on personal competencies relives stresses. 
That section is directly on point.  

�x Roadblocks: Getting faculty buy in. This is difficult for GPS. Promoting wellbeing requires 
buy in. Recognition through teaching awards (EDI is an example). There is an awards 
chase for obtaining tenure. 

�x Is there a way to include this in progress reports?  Ask them, “What have been your 
efforts to improve student wellness?” An annual reflective process that is not just 
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Martine Gauthier 

�x Alignment of the strategy with the National Standard would be beneficial for funding 
opportunities linked to the assessment piece and provide a baseline to apply to 
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Martine Gauthier: 
�x Students would like to see positions that are specific to populations, for example, a 

BIPOC LWA. Our black students would like to see them across all our services. We hire 
BIPOC staff but they don’t want to be identified BIPOC for BIPOC they want to serve all 
populations. 
 

Kerry Yang 
�x Tokenization, so much pressure to achieve that it probably contributes to the lack of 

interest in the positions. 
�x Important to try to actively diversify so it broadens the pool and the odds. 

 
Martine Gauthier 

�x It is important to diversify. For six half days, we focus on staff and for 3 of those, this 
year, we will do EDI training. All staff can have a sensitivity and ability to respond to all 
students. We still would like to take additional steps. 

 
Claire Downie:  

�x How many LWAs total are there?  
�x It is about making sure that McGill and S2 is a good place for BIPOC people to work. 
�x People don’t want to be tokenized and want to be in an environment where there is 

respect, and it is a good place for all to work. 
 
Vera Romano 

�x 14 LWAs total – population specific, we have an LGBTI and BIPOC 
�x Important to create specialized programming for different identities – the issue of the 

kind of recruitment and to create an ecosystem that is supportive, not tokenizing. 
�x There is also a supply chain issue. If we are not graduating enough, not recruiting them 

into the programs. This applies to medical and mental health - we need to start earlier in 
the process. 

�x Across the board we need more diverse staff. We have had improvements but it does 
not always translate into specialized supports. 
 

Bassam Khoury 
�x In my program I have only seen one black student in 6 years. Are we doing enough to 

encourage applications? I don’t understand why there is such lack of diversity in our 
program as of the early stage.  

�x Different faculties and programs need to think of why people are not coming. What is 
going on? 

 
Martine Gauthier 

�x For the professional orders in Quebec people need to pass exams in French that is 
limiting and challenging. An additional barrier to hiring. 
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Cynthia Nkamicaniye: 
�x Comments are pointing to macro issues. What I am focusing on is finding things we can 

do. It may be a narrower area but there are supports to hiring diversity, recommended 
practices: 

o Places to post positions. 
o Rewriting the job descriptions to attract applicants. 
o An employer brand – will I find diversity will I feel at home. If we can change our 

internal branding. 
o Having targets that we are working towards. Being aware can help us in the 

micro ways we can do our part. 
o Temporary contracts can seem unattractive. Ideas like that. 

 
7. Orientation survey results  

 
Annex 4 – Post-Orientation Week Survey Results Fall 2021 

Presented By Lina Di Genova 
 

�x Very positive feedback. 
�x Happy for the in-person component 
�x Lot of safety and sense of belonging. 
�x Targeted efforts: graduate survey results were favourable in terms of the different 

strategies of reaching students pre-arrival, it reduces anxiety. 
�x Challenges: Grad students do not recognize how it applies to them and why it is 

important. 
�x The cost of frosh is limiting. 
�x Thinking about the future; spaces and places what to have online VS. what to have in 

person. Students want that connection to know what the social circle will be. 
�x Moving forward the challenge is going to be what can we keep virtual what do we want 


